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Briefings
SP is the richest regional party, followed by DMK, TRS

T

he total income of all 37 regional parties for 201718 was Rs 237.27 crore. Samajwadi Party (SP) has
the highest income of Rs 47.19 crore, which forms 19.89
percent of the total income of all 37 regional parties,
reveals a report by the Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR). DMK is at the second place with an income of Rs 35.748 crore or 15.07 percent and TRS is
third with an income of Rs 27.27 crore or 11.49 percent
of the total income of 37 regional parties. Out of 37 regional parties, 40.54 percent or 15 parties have shown a
decline in their income from 2016-17 to 2017-18, while
51.35 percent or 19 parties have shown an increase in
their income. Three regional parties (8.11 percent of 37) have not submitted their income tax returns to the ECI in 201617. The total expenditure of all 37 regional parties for 2017-18 was Rs 170.45 crore. 37 regional parties collected 32.58 percent (Rs 77.30 crore) of their total income from voluntary contributions (includes donation & contributions and electoral
bonds) for 2017-18. Only JDS declared receiving an income of Rs 6.03 crore from contributions through electoral bonds.

VERBATIM

JB KRIPALANI ON
GANDHIAN NOTION
OF DEMOCRACY

“India through the ages has lived and even now lives in the
villages. Each village community was in the past organised
as a semi-independent republic, governed by its panchayats,
consisting generally of the heads of families. In some
places the panchayats were elected, the electors being the
heads of families. These village communities were in most
cases economically self-sufficient, producing the essential
necessities of everyday life. Their surplus products went to
the cities and to foreign markets.
“Gandhiji wanted the government of free India to rest on the
foundation of the revived and revitalized village panchayats.
The panchayats were not to be organised by the Central and
State Governments. The State and the Central governments
were to be based on the village units and not vice versa.
Gandhiji held that as the economic structure of India should
be based upon decentralised industry, so must its political
organisation rest on the devolution of power. He further held
that democracy could be most effective in small units, where
people could carry on a dialogue and confront one another. He
had a holy fear of concentration of power. It must be diffused
through many centres. He held that that government is the
best which governs least. He did not believe in making people
happy through coercion. They must make themselves happy
according to their own ideas, provided they are not antisocial. Gandhiji further held that the strength of the centre
must rest on the strength of its foundations in the villages and
not at their expense. This naturally meant indirect elections
to the legislative assemblies.
“Gandhiji, however, did not work out the details of his
conception of a democratic government for independent
India. The present Constitution of India does not embody his
ideas. It is based on a strong centre, monopolising most of the
sources of power and finance, leaving the local units weak
and resourceless.
“To the extent that we’ve made the centre in Delhi powerful at
the expense of the local units, our democracy has suffered. “
– From ‘Gandhi: His Life and Thought’.
March 19 is Kripalani’s death anniversary.
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Jailed lawyer honoured by Harvard Law School

C

ivil rights lawyer Sudha Bharadwaj is among 21 women honoured at this year’s Harvard Law International Women’s Day
Portrait Exhibit. The Harvard portrait exhibit showcases the “astounding contributions of women around the world to the areas of
law and policy”. Ironically, the lawyer is currently lodged in a prison
in Pune for her alleged involvement in 2018 caste-related violence
in Bhima Koregaon. She is accused of masterminding the violence
and having links with Maoists. Bharadwaj is a human rights lawyer
and has worked for several decades in Chhattisgarh. She was arrested along with some others, and they were branded “urban Naxals”.

Is mediation the way to
View

M

ediation should be given a chance even though some of the
parties in the case have told the court that the dispute is a
matter of faith and they would settle for nothing less than a decision in their favour. The spirit of mediation is the spirit of give
and take: both parties start with the belief that the dispute should
be resolved. And for that, they are willing to relax from their intransigence and see things from the opposite point of view. There
should be large-heartedness from both sides. The majority community should grant Muslims the weightage due from their long
and integrated history in the subcontinent and the hurt they
have felt at the demolition of the mosque. The minority community should give Hindus weightage for their sentiments and the
deep-rooted belief that the disputed spot is the birthplace of Lord
Ram. Since mediation is not a legal disputation, but a setting aside
of points of law to arrive at a creative solution acceptable to both
sides, it might be the best way to heal hurts of heart and faith.

DeQuote
Third Eye by Ajit Pathak

“At a time when the whole
country wants to defeat ModiShah duo, Cong is helping
BJP by splitting anti-BJP vote.
Rumours r that Cong has some
secret understanding with BJP.
Delhi is ready to fight against
Cong-BJP alliance. People will
defeat this unholy alliance.”

The green bug bites the EC

A

s voices for a clean and green environment go loud, the Election Commission
has asked all political parties to not use single-use plastic items (posters) as
campaign material. The EC has suggested to all political parties to use natural fabrics and recycled material as an alternative to plastic and other materials which
endangers the environment. During the election season, all parties flout rules
brazenly. Let’s see how they keep up to this promise.

o settle the Ayodhya dispute?
CounterView

T

here are many difficulties in mediation. The first is that the Ayodhya
dispute has remained unsolved for decades and ignited violent passions.
So how can we realistically expect it to be solved through mediation,
especially when all along neither side has shown willingness to make
concessions to the feelings of the other? Moreover, the court has given the
three mediators no more than eight weeks to arrive at a solution. This is
too little, and like so many commissions before, it could turn into a story
of extension after extension. Some have questioned the court’s wisdom in
appointing mediators who are all from Tamil Nadu, and have perhaps no
sense of the ferocity and suspicion over Ayodhya that colours Hindu-Muslim
relations in much of the Hindi-speaking belt. One of the mediators, Sri Sri
Ravi Shankar, has averred before that Muslims must acquiesce; to begin with
this bias will jeopardise proceedings. Since the ideal of mediation is fraught
with these difficulties, it might be better if a court decides on the matter,
perhaps offering two or more out-of-the-box solutions and leaving it to the
parties to choose one among them.

Arvind Kejriwal, Delhi CM

D

esperate times call for desperate
measures... Delhi CM Arvind Kejriwal proved this adage right by tweeting
this statement right after the Congress
refused an alliance with the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP). The party, which was born
out of the anti-corruption wave against
the Congress in 2014, is now desperate
for an alliance with the same ‘corrupt’
party. As the call for a united opposition
against the ruling BJP is getting strong
nationwide, Kejriwal too thought that the
Congress party would join hands with the
AAP to defeat BJP anyhow. However, his
hopes were crashed rather too quickly.
Delhi Congress chief Sheila Dikshit refused to go for a gathbandhan (alliance)
with AAP and said that the party would go
alone. What’s rather surprising is Kejriwal’s rant after the refusal. The CM should
have maintained his dignity by respectfully accepting Congress’s refusal. But
his ongoing tirade against the Congress,
even accusing the party of an “unholy alliance” with the BJP shows Kejriwal in
a poor light. The CM has not only made
himself a butt of jokes among many, but
also comes across as a sulking child who
has been refused his favourite toy.
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RBI approved demonetisation full 38 days after Modi’s announcement: RTI
A right to information (RTI) request for the minutes of the Reserve Bank of India’s board meeting that approved the centre’s
decision to demonetise Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes in 2016 has
turned out to be a shocker. The details, obtained and released
by RTI activist Venkatesh Nayak, raise some serious doubts
about the government’s demonetisation drive.
• RBI approved demonetisation drive on December 16, full
38 days after the Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 currency notes
stopped being legal tender. So essentially, RBI’s board had
only rubber stamped the government’s initiative.
• The ministry of finance stated that growth of the bank
notes of Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 denomination was 76.38%
and 108.98% during 2011-16, whereas the economy
had grown only by 30%. The RBI directors disagreed and
said that the growth rate of the economy was the real rate
whereas growth in currency circulation was nominal and
when adjusted for inflation did not constitute any stark

•

•
•

difference.
RBI disagreed with
the revenue department’s finding that
the shadow economy
for India (where black
money
transactions
do not leave an audit
trail) was estimated at
20.7% of GDP in 1999
and had risen to 23.2%
in 2007, based on World Bank estimates.
As per RBI directors most black money is not held as cash
but in the form of gold or real estate. DeMon would not
have any material impact on those assets.
RBI directors noted that DeMon will impact negatively on
the GDP in the short term.

Simply Put
What is the Model
Code of Conduct?

They are a set of dos and
don’ts imposed by the
Election Commission
(EC) to regulate political
parties and ensure free
and fair elections. The
regulations come into
force as soon as the EC
announces the date of
elections, March 10 this
year, till the time results
are announced, which is
May 23. Article 324 of the constitution gives the power to
the EC to supervise elections to the parliament and state
legislatures.

Key provisions of MCC
•
•
•
•

As soon as the MCC kicks in, political parties cannot
criticise other candidates on the basis of their caste or
communal sentiments to lure the voters.
Before conducting any meeting, parties must inform
local police authorities of the venue to enable them to
make adequate security arrangements.
Parties cannot carry or burn effigies of members of
other political parties. If two political parties plan a rally
on the same area, their routes should not clash.
On polling day all authorised party workers at polling
booths should be given identity badges, which should

not have party name, symbol or name of the candidate
they represent.

Any restrictions for the ruling party?
•

•
•
•

The party in power should not combine its official visits
with election work.
It should avoid advertising at the cost of the public
exchequer or using official mass media for publicity on
achievements.
It should allow other parties to use public spaces and
rest houses and not monopolise them.
Ministers and other authorities cannot announce any
financial grants, or promise any construction of roads,
provision of drinking water, etc.

Can violations be punished by courts?

The MCC are not legally binding, hence if a party violates
any code of conduct a case cannot be filed against them.
However, in extreme conditions the EC can file a case under
relevant sections of the Indian Penal Code or the Income
Tax Act. The EC can issue a notice to a politician or a party
for alleged breach to which the party or the person has to
reply in writing.

Any previous violations?

In 2017, during Gujarat assembly polls both Congress and
BJP violated the MCC. While PM Modi held a road show in
Ahmedabad after casting his vote, Congress president-elect
Rahul Gandhi took part in television interviews one day
before the final phase of voting in Gujarat.

Visit us at www.governancenow.com n twitter.com/governancenow n facebook.com/governancenow
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ARUN KUMAR

People claiming to be
Modi supporters burn
Pakistani flag outside
the Pakistan Embassy
in New Delhi on
February 28 after the
Pulwama attack

When Google questioned Balakot

In about 280 characters
@hussainhaidry
Do kilo Surf Excel already
ghar pe pada hua hai, wo
use karke boycott kar sakte hai kya?
#BoycottDilemma
@RoflGandhi_
The Indian journo wondered
for 5 seconds that how a British
newspaper tracked down
fugitive Nirav Modi and then went back
live to his program ‘Pakistan badnaam
hua, tamatar tere liye’

ASHISH MEHTA

Can you guess who’s the new member of Badrinath
Kedarnath committee?

I

t’s none other than Anant Ambani, the youngest son of Reliance Industries chief
Mukesh Ambani. The order issued by the Uttarakhand government names 10 members of the prestigious temple management committee. Anant’s name figures at No.1
on the list. Anant is a regular visitor to the Badrinath and Kedarnath temples. The temple committee is headed by Mohan Prasad Thapliyal. The Ambanis had last year offered prayers at Kedarnath and Badrinath and sought the blessings of the presiding
deities at the famous Himalayan shrines for the wedding of Isha Ambani.

www.GovernanceNow.com
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The ‘new oil’ consumes more energy
The total energy consumption of the global information and communications technology (ICT) sector
is growing by nine percent a year, which would double in the next eight years. It already accounts
for 3.7 percent of global energy consumption, up from 2.5 percent in 2013, says a report titled ‘Lean
ICT – towards digital sobriety’ prepared by The Shift Project, a French think tank. Highlights:

How the ICT sector is using more and more energy
KEY TAKEAWAYS

The digital overconsumption trend is not
sustainable in regards to its need for
energy, raw materials
n The digital overconsumption trend is
not sustainable in regard to its need for
energy and raw materials. This footprint
includes the energy for the production
and the use of equipment which is
increasing rapidly, by

9%

The digital industry’s energy intensity is increasing globally
n While the energy intensity (the energy inefficiency of an economy) of

1.8% per year, the energy intensity of
the sector is growing 4% per year.

global GDP is declining by

n For every dollar invested in digital technologies, there has been an
increase in direct energy consumption by

37% since 2010.

per year. At this rate, the
direct energy footprint of
ICT will double in about

8

years.

n The share of digital technologies in
global greenhouse gas emissions has
increased by

1.4% 2013
2.5% 3.7%
since

to
global emissions

from
of

n Video uses and overuse of shortlifespan digital equipment are the main
reasons of this inflation

n The CO2 emissions of digital technologies increased by about

450 million tons since 2013 in Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, while globally,
overall CO2 emissions decreased by

250 million tons of CO2

over the same period.

The environmental impact of digital transition
becomes more manageable if it is more sober
n The growth rate of the digital sector’s energy
consumption could be slowed down from

9% today

1.5% in 2025, in a “Sobriety” scenario that
still leaves room for growth in data centers (+17%
per year to 2025) and mobile networks (+24%
per year to 2025).

to
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Current digital consumption is highly polarised

10
140

n While the average American owns
digitally
connected devices and consumes
Gigabytes of data monthly, the average Indian
Gigabytes
only owns one device and consumes
monthly.
n OECD GDP’s growth rate remains stable around
while the annual growth of digital
to
expenditures has increased from

2

2%

3% 5%.

n The digital
overconsumption is not
a global phenomenon: it
is caused by high income
countries, for which the
major challenge is to
take back control of their
digital uses.

FUTURE SCENARIOS
n The reasons behind the strong growth in digital energy
consumption: the smartphone phenomenon; the
multiplication of the peripherals of daily life; the rise of
the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT); the explosion of
data traffic.

2013 to 4% in 2020.
n While we can expect a gradual decrease in total GHG
emissions in the short term (2020, for example),
the share of digital technology in these emissions will
continue to increase and could double by 2025 to reach
8%.
n India will continue to be one of the growth engines of the
smartphone market during the next few years, with an
increase of more than 500 million from now to 2025
(22% of the world total).
n From now to 2025, the penetration of the mobile
internet should increase by 50% and reach 61% of
the world’s population. The greater part of the increase
(1.75 billion) in new mobile internet users between
2017 and 2025 will come from China (about 350
million new users), India (330 million) and Sub-Saharan
Africa (280 millions)

n The energy consumption attributable to digital
technologies (production and purchase of devices,
electricity consumption due to utilizations) of SubSaharan Africa and India will increase strongly
from 2017 to 2023, by 27% and 16% a year
respectively

n Taking into account the electricity mix, it was
estimated that the share of global greenhouse gas
emissions attributable to ‘digital’ is growing 8%
per year, and is poised to increase from 2.5% in

www.GovernanceNow.com 11

people politics policy performance
Building Bridges

Why not have a
reconciliation panel?
It would be a good idea to unify the commissions for human rights, SCs and STs into a
single, broad-based reconciliation commission
Faizi Hashmi

enine di Giovanni, a reporter
who was a first-hand witness to
the destruction in Bosnia, Chechnya and other places, wrote: “In
the aftermath of any war or
genocide, healing and reconciliation are ultimate aspirations.”
After some years of the end of the apartheid era in South Africa, the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was
established there under the chair of
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, with some
other prominent members. It is not the
question here as to what substantial
or minor corrections the commission
could achieve. The point that is made
here is that it was meant to provide succour to the socially and politically ravaged South African society, and that India may also rely on such an institution
for promoting social cohesion.
India in 1947 was not exactly a postconflict country in the sense of a society
after a civil war. But there is no denying that, as a consequence of the partition and the violence that followed, vast
swathes of northern India were left with
deep social fissures. Food was scarce,
poverty, illiteracy and illness were rampant. The burden of history, and the social strife it caused, sat heavily on the
shoulders of a new-born nation. So, although there was no civil war, it was
confronted with many of the conditions
faced by a post-conflict society.
Academics agree that colonialism

12 GovernanceNow | March 31, 2019

invariably left the newly independent
countries socially divided and economically distressed. Restorative processes
in such societies perform a therapeutic role and help in building consensus. The Vietnamese monk, Thich Nhat
Hanh, had this to say about reconciliation: “The practice of peace and reconciliation is one of the most vital and artistic of human actions”.
Post-independence, there wasn’t
any “truth” to be discovered in India.
However, it is submitted that having a
reconciliation commission (not a truth
and reconciliation commission, as in
South Africa) after independence or
with the promulgation of the constitution in 1950 would not have been off
the mark. However, due to historical
reasons, the relevance of such an institutional framework is still applicable.
For understanding the overall context,
we may take note of the new, persistent
and resolute emphasis on catering to
the ‘Aspirational India’, as represented
by the burgeoning middle class, along
with mandated adherence to restorative justice for the masses, and the
resultant social stress – the anti-Mandal agitation of 1989-90, and renewed
clamour since then for reservation of
jobs by various sections of society in
several states – that form a continuum.
Hard economics tends to ignore behavioural economics, which tends to take
account of phenomenon such as conspicuous consumption and unabashed
consumerism. Equally, politics disregards the long-term consequences of
fiddling with aspects of national unity.
It is therefore noted that demands on

the system have to be addressed not
with statistical skulduggery and manipulative propaganda but with a healing
touch. The suggestion in this column,
therefore, for good and sufficient reasons, is for having a reconciliation commission in place of the three national
commissions (for the minorities, the
scheduled castes, and the scheduled
tribes) and a yet to be formed commission for economically weaker sections.
The constitution, and more specifically the fundamental rights and directive principles enshrined in it, postulate that competing claims should be
balanced through democratic institution building, peace-making and establishment of harmony. It was felt that
mechanisms should be developed to
contain conflict, lessen economic and
other inequalities and counter social
exclusion. Towards these ends, the national human rights commission and
other commissions for the minorities
and scheduled groups were set up. The
idea was to provide a quasi-judicialcum-institutional redressal mechanism
for perceived or real wrongs experienced by sections of people and afford
opportunity to people from diverse
backgrounds to grow in the way they
choose. These commissions also have
the scope to evaluate, monitor, recommend changes and make suo motu interventions to promote the well-being
of particular sections of society.
Now, the welfare approach of state
polity has mooted job reservations for
economically weaker sections. The
beneficiaries as well as the administrators of the scheme would need

ashish asthana

regulation and monitoring like the
three other sectors named
above. The umbrella for
this may also be provided more explicitly
and deservingly by a
reconciliation
commission, which can
promote dialogue with
all stakeholders rather
than be involved with
secretarial table monitoring. The former aspect can be handled better through reconciliatory
methods than by issuing
legal diktats, without getting
the tag of a commission, qua
‘X’-community. When the intent and objectives are same
for different sections, a convergence at the apex level would
make the processes more broad-based
and generate confidence about the
commission’s equidistance, transparency, efficacy, and it would be valued
for building consensus across the communities. The universalistic character
of the commission may itself become
its biggest strength. What is more, the
functioning of the reconciliation commission may showcase the best example of mainstreaming, a very important concern, in the course of nation
building.
It is well recognised that all disadvantaged sections of a country typically suffer from the same lack of access;
right of entry to good schools, health
services, capital, training, entrepreneurship. In short, denial of opportunities and deprivations. We unfortunately also have the spectre of caste based
prejudices, communal divides and discrimination of various types that affect
all these purported beneficiaries. Then
why do we have different platforms
for dealing with similar grievances,
complaints regarding inequality, unfairness, etc. and end up looking for solution in silos? It would be more practical to have the best minds together for
finding solutions in a dynamic environment for all the three or four segments,
wherein a lot of give and take happens.
Problems that become intractable due

What a highly stratified
and diverse country like
India needs is a panel to
encourage the meeting
of minds and hearts
when differences crop up
between competing groups.
to segmented thinking may be easier to
crack by working in concourse and by
applying universal principles.
To further labour the same point,
we suffer in this country on account
of a plethora of overlapping institutions, with issues of conflicting jurisdictions and inconsistent turf, as also
archaic laws and regulations in need
of revamp. Why not make a start for
amalgamation of such institutions beginning with a sector which is not only
highly emotive but which often gets
into huge political imbroglio and social bickering? It is in this framework
that a reconciliation commission may
serve a laudable role in promoting accord in a comprehensive manner and
help in building a national perspective
in accordance with the objectives of the
constitution. However, the proposition

is not only for reasons of overlap, plurality and duplication but for other
cogent reasons as
elaborated.
At the end, the
other muse comes
from the context
that is very visible
all around us these
days. The discordant dissonance is
frightening and is
becoming
increasingly fratricidal. On
the other hand, there
are attacks on institutions that work in accordance with state policy
for positive discrimination
and are entrusted with its
monitoring. Even these commissions
get veiled attacks in the worst scenario
and made subject of ridicule and misconstrued criticism at the best. A more
broad-based organisation and an allcompassing reconciliation commission
would be able to blunt such misplaced
attacks and deliver better, being more
inclusive and more acceptable. Having vested with a broader spectrum of
responsibility and authority, the commission will act as guardian angel for
all marginalised sections of the society
to provide workable solutions as also
for psychological refuge and emotional
shield. It may therefore come to command more respect as the apex social
rights watch institution of the country.
This transformation would, however,
necessitate appropriate legal empowerment through legislative process and
shall be in the domain of administrative cum institutional reform – a midcourse-corrected public policy – driven by the right political will. Perhaps,
the poet had something like this in his
mind when he wrote: “Chand bhi hairan, dariya bhi preshani me hai/ Aks kis
ka hai ke itni roshni pani me hai” (The
moon is awe-struck, even the river is
uneasy/whose shadow is this that there
is so much glimmer in water) n
Hashmi, IAS (retd), is a member, Delhi
Waqf Tribunal.
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the new doctrine

Crossing
the
border

Among leaders, there are doves and there are
hawks. And then some who go beyond binaries

G

Ajay Singh

har mein ghus ke marenge (We will hit you right inside your
own home),” prime minister Narendra Modi thundered, when he
addressed a meeting at the civil hospital in Ahmedabad on March 4.
He paused before finally delivering this one-liner with an elan
that conveyed that patience was exhausted. That he chose the civil
hospital, where a bomb blast targeted injured victims of other
blasts in Ahmedabad in July 2008, to send this stern message was
also significant. He neither forgets nor lets others forget the 21
explosions that rocked the whole city in a single day.

ashish asthana
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the new doctrine

There may be a debate on choice of words. Modi
himself did not seem at ease in delivering those
words. But these words expressed in unambiguous
terms India’s frustration at Pakistan’s proxy war
by instigating terrorist attacks here. The idiomatic
phrase of Hindi-Urdu parlance would resonate with
the intended audience on either side of the border.
The words were reminiscent of the then US deputy
secretary of state Richard Armitage’s stern warning
to Pervez Musharraf in the aftermath of the 9/11
terror attack, “We will bomb you to the stone age”,
unless Pakistan mended its ways and cooperated in
the American anti-terror operation in Afghanistan.
But then, India is not the US whose second-rung
officials carry enough weight to tell an erring nation
to behave.
There is no doubt that since February 14 when 40
CRPF constables were killed in Pulwama in a suicide
bombing, Modi was quite upset. He gave a clear
indication to the international
community that India would have
no option but to retaliate against
terrorists and their sponsors in
It would be naïve to
Pakistan’s ‘deep state’, its army.
believe Modi sees war Those working closely with him
confirm that Modi was not much
as extension of his
at ease till February 26 when the
politics. He is far too
Indian air force fighter planes
astute a leader not
struck Balakot to avenge the
Pulwama killings. The quick
to realise that war is
retaliation by Pakistan a day
only prosecuted when later and the capture of India’s
wing commander Abhinandan
all other options are
Varthaman across the border
exhausted. At the
gave certain uneasy moments
and the threat of the subcontinent
same time, he does
snowballing towards a fullnot want to give an
fledged war became distinct. Yet
impression of being
Modi gave signs of not scaling
up the crisis when his Pakistani
someone who can be
counterpart, Imran Khan, agreed
deterred by the threat to release the pilot as a peace
gesture. But not before Modi
of war.
registered a new resolve of
aggression.
Given
his
larger-than-life
persona, it would be easy to conclude that Modi
sees war as extension of his politics. That would be
a naïve reading. He is far too astute a leader not to
realise that war is prosecuted only when all other
options are exhausted. At the same time, he does not
want to give an impression of being someone who
can be deterred by threats of war. Since he assumed
charge as prime minister, Modi has been evolving a
new grammar of diplomacy to spawn new syntaxes
not conforming to traditional wisdom.
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Modi knows he is seen as a hard-liner. In sections
of domestic and international media, he has an image
of a Hindutva hawk, bordering on a war monger.
At the beginning of his term as prime minister, he
might have been new to diplomacy but was already
a veteran of politics after 13 years as Gujarat chief
minister. He was keen to face the Pakistan issue head
on, knowing it full well that it would figure centrally
in his politics as well as diplomacy. So, when he
began his term as prime minister by making peace
overtures to Pakistan, he surprised his supporters
and detractors alike.
Two days before his swearing in as prime minister
on May 26, 2014, Modi sought an appointment with
the then president, Pranab Mukherjee. It prima facie
appeared to be a customary visit though it was not.
The PM-designate came to the Rashtrapati Bhavan
with an agenda that was set to redefine India’s
position in the South Asian region.
He requested Mukherjee to use his skills as a
consummate statesman and former foreign minister
to invite the top leaders of the SAARC nations to the
swearing-in ceremony. “This is a good idea, Modiji. Let me work on it,” a visibly pleased Mukherjee
replied, adding if an adequate security arrangement
could be put in place to host such a large number of
heads of states. “I will ensure that it is done,” Modi
assured the president in no uncertain terms. In the
next move, the home secretary was instructed to
prepare security arrangements at the forecourt of the
Rashtrapati Bhavan.
The presence of Pakistani prime minister Nawaz
Sharif along with other heads of South Asian nations
in the swearing-in ceremony bolstered his efforts.
In his subsequent interaction, Modi found Sharif
sincere in his commitment to carry forward the
peace process between India and Pakistan.
His first meeting with Sharif was quite cordial.
Modi discarded the diplomatic ceremonies and
struck a personal rapport with the Pakistani PM.
The high point of this duet was in 2015, when Modi,
ignoring criticism from his political rivals at home,
played a big gamble in consonance with neither his
image nor the diplomatic playbook. When he was
stopping over in Kabul after visiting Russia and
Afghanistan, he made a call to Sharif. The apparent
reason was to greet the Pakistani prime minister on
his birthday, December 25. In reply, Sharif requested
him to stop by while flying over Lahore to attend
his granddaughter’s marriage. To the surprise of the
accompanying officials, the PM agreed and directed
them to prepare for a brief visit to Lahore to meet
Sharif. “I was aghast when the PM’s personal staff
asked me to make arrangements for the Lahore
visit,” said an accompanying IFS officer. The Indian
ambassador at Islamabad was informed while the

PM decided to leave Kabul for Lahore within an hour.
By all indications, it was an audacious decision
to land in Lahore without any preparation. Security
staff was in a tizzy; anything can happen in such
moments. Things, however, went smoothly in
Lahore. Sharif came to the airport to receive Modi,
and took him to his palatial home in Raiwind. Modi
used this occasion to cement their ties, and showed
respect to Sharif’s mother by touching her feet. In a
conversation that took place among Modi, Sharif and
his younger brother, Shahbaz Shariff, the PM once
again conveyed his message, this time in Urdu: “Jang
bahut karli, kya paya? Na jannat mili, na jamin (We
have fought many battles, what did we gain? Neither
gained the heaven nor land).” Sharif and Shahbaz
repeated this sentence in agreement, and reaffirmed
their commitment of putting an end to terror and
negotiate outstanding issues with India.
Modi, in other words, cannot be faulted for
not doing his best for peace, despite his apparent
hawkishness and ideology.
Trouble was, his moves were not matched by the
other side. Terrorist attacks continued to recur. In the
first week of 2016, in a fresh escalation of violence in
the Kashmir valley, the Indian air base in Pathankot
was attacked. This was a grave provocation but
Modi chose to take it in his stride, as Sharif called
him the same day and conveyed him his anguish

over the dastardly act. “Modi-ji, PM Modi chairs
I can understand your pain. But a meeting of the
rest assured; I will take this issue national security
to its logical end. Give me some council on March 3
time,” Sharif is believed to have
told Modi in their telephonic
conversation.
Highly placed sources in the government admit
that Modi had thought the political leadership and
the army in Pakistan were on the same page when
it came to their views on terrorism. Given Sharif’s
amiable nature and the talk of defeating terrorism
in Pakistan, Modi decided to give Pakistan a chance.
It was against this background that Sharif’s offer
of sending a team of their intelligence officers for
conducting their own investigation in the Pathankot
attack was accepted. Though a section of Indian
intelligence agencies was quite apprehensive of
allowing Pakistan officials to inspect the country’s
forward airbase, Modi placed trust in Sharif’s words
and allowed limited access to the Pakistani team.
However, it did not take long for Modi to realise
that whatever Sharif might say was irrelevant as he
was as much controlled by Pakistan’s deep state as any
of his predecessors. In September 2016, addressing
the UN general assembly, Sharif made a reference
to Kashmir and sought the international body’s
intervention to resolve the issue. Modi virtually
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snubbed him by making a one-line reference and
talked about futility of such efforts. But what appears
to have conclusively unmasked Sharif was his
exhortation for insurrection in Kashmir following
the killing of Burhan Wani in encounter with the
security forces in 2016.
The military establishment in Pakistan persuaded
Sharif to issue statements in support of a Kashmiri
“intifada” (uprising) and denounce the Indian
government for the encounter killing. Wani, a
militant, had emerged as a cult phenomenon among
a section of youth in the valley that is seduced by the
jihad proposition. Modi realised, rather too soon, the
futility of carrying on any dialogue with the Pakistani
political leadership. As if to support his conclusion,
terrorists attacked an Indian army
brigades headquarters at Uri on
September 18, 2016, killing 17
Highly placed sources jawans. And this brought an end
to all romantic notions of peace
in the government
and brotherhood.
admit that Modi had
Within 10 days of the Uri attack,
the Indian army launched swift
thought the political
retribution in three places across
leadership and the
the border regarded as launch
army in Pakistan were pads of terror. The message was
conveyed in unambiguous terms
on the same page
that India would respond to any
when it came to their
attack in kind. Taken aback by
India’s new posture, the Pakistani
views on terrorism.
army initially denied there was
Given Sharif’s amiable any raid by India even as Sharif
nature and the talk of described it as “naked aggression”
– only to dilute his remarks later.
defeating terrorism
Seen in this context, the
in Pakistan, Modi
Pulwama suicide attack is nothing
but a sequel to the Pakistani army’s
decided to give
strategy of “bleeding India with a
Pakistan a chance.
thousand cuts”. In the Pulwama
incident, Pakistan’s Inter-Services
Intelligence
(ISI)
raised
its
operation by several notches as
it used Adil Ahmed Dar, a local youth, after training
and indoctrinating him, to act as suicide bomber. He
was provided logistical support.
In the process, the Pakistani army committed a
grave error in misreading Modi’s resolve for peace
and war. His overtures for peace at the beginning of
his tenure as prime minister were clearly guided by
his desire for peaceful and prosperous co-existence
among SAARC countries. His engagement with the
political leadership of Pakistan, however, proved to
be a non-starter. Even while engaging with Sharif’s
successor, Imran Khan, Modi was cautious enough
not to lower his guard. He toughened his stance
once he realised that Khan too was being fronted by
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the Pakistani army to pursue its anti-India agenda.
Pakistan’s two-faced nature was clearly visible when
Khan spoke peace even as his government released
postal stamps ‘in honour of’ Burhan Wani, describing
him as a freedom icon. Once again Modi found his
hopes belied by the cloak-and-dagger policies of
Pakistan’s deep state.
Pakistan could have learnt a lesson or two from
the evolution of India-China relations, which seem to
have found a matured equilibrium in the past four
years. The process did begin with a wobbly start. The
Chinese forces made an excursion in Ladakh, even
as Modi was hosting Chinese president Xi Jinping in
Ahmedabad in 2014. Discarding diplomatese that
defines conversation between heads of the state,
Modi confronted Xi straightaway asked if there was a
dissonance between the intentions of his government
and those of the army. “Why are most of our highprofile bilateral visits marred by such unpleasant
events?” he is believed to have asked Xi.
The visiting leader got the message, and the Ladakh
matter was resolved. However, China continued with
his intransigence in Arunachal Pardesh and Bhutan
till it met with a delicate situation of confrontation
with the Indian army at Doklam. Despite China’s
threats of war and annihilation, the Indian army stood
its ground for days on end. This was unusual. Earlier,
India’s government tended to adopt an ostrich-like
approach to China’s intrusion in border regions.
The Doklam standoff clearly reset the terms of
engagement between the two neighbours. China then
became adequately sensitised to India’s concerns on
repeated incursions.
Unlike China, which has more at stake in fostering
peace than uncertainty in the region, Pakistan is
showing no signs of giving up its hostilities. In his
own experience, since he took the charge as prime
minister, Modi realised that he had been dealing with
an enemy not ready to mend his ways.
Given his deep commitment to the nation which
he worships as Ma Bharati, or Mother India, as
part of his political training since childhood, he
would certainly not let this malevolent menace
go unchallenged. Unlike some of his predecessors
whose pacifism was guided by their desire to get
a ‘politically correct’ assessment in history, Modi
does not seem to entertain any such delusions. He
first preferred a pragmatic and nuanced approach.
Yet, when push came to shove, he did not hesitate
in embracing conflict – and, message delivered, deescalating at the first opportunity.
Pakistan will be making a mistake to treat Modi
the way it treated his predecessors, who were
conventional leaders. Modi defies such description. n
ajay@governancenow.com
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Who benefits from
India-Pakistan conflict?
Balakot success needs a diplomatic follow-up to discourage beneficiaries
of proxy war
Rajen Harshé

T

he dastardly attack on the
personnel of Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF)
of February 14 in Pulwama that killed forty men
has already turned a new
page in the India-Pakistan ties. The
loss of precious human lives caused
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immense resentment across India
against Pakistan-sponsored terrorism, for the Jaish-e-Mohammad (JEM),
which is being supported by the InterService intelligence (ISI), a wing of the
Pakistani army, immediately took responsibility for the attack.
In a retaliatory move the Indian air
force (IAF) Mirage 2000 jets crossed the
Line of Control (LoC) on February 26
and ventured to destroy terrorist training camps in Balakot on the Pakistani

soil in a swift and meticulously handled “non-military pre-emptive” action. Pakistan, in its turn, responded
by crossing the LoC by attacking military installations in India where one
F-16 fighter jet of the Pakistan air force
was shot down by the IAF while India’s MIG-21fighter aircraft too was
brought down by Pakistan on its soil.
The IAF’s wing commander Abhinandan Varthaman, who was captured by
Pakistani forces, was released under

growing international pressure within
two days of the air skirmish. Immediately after the strikes, India resolved
to withdraw the most favoured nation
(MFN) treatment offered to Pakistan in
its trade ties and has also opted to use
the complete share of its river water as
per the Indus waters treaty signed between the two countries in 1960. Moreover, in its diplomatic manoeuvres,
India succeeded in isolating Pakistan
by getting support from major powers including the USA, France, Britain,
Russia and even Pakistan’s all-weather
friend China, to an extent, in its bid to
fight terrorism. Consequently, Pakistan faced international pressure to
take credible action against 22 UN-designated terrorist entities.
These speedy developments also
witnessed a war-mongering and jingoistic atmosphere in India that was full
of a sense of euphoria. However, if a
hard look is taken at most of these developments in a proper perspective, it
is obvious that there have been a number of identifiable and net beneficiaries of the ongoing tensions between
India and Pakistan.
To start with, the military is the
backbone of Pakistan’s political regime. In order to survive, Pakistan,
while building a new state, banked on
anti-Indianism as one of the important
planks to unite its people. The underlying fear that is built behind this form
of nationalism has been that being a
larger and a more powerful country
India has once bifurcated Pakistan in
1971 when Bangladesh won its freedom and it can even eclipse Pakistan
in the long run. Since its inception, by
keeping the fear of India’s ‘expansionism’ alive, Pakistan has always opted
to increase its expenditure on defence
and even join military alliances.
Besides buying arms from the USA
for decades, Pakistan had joined the
US-sponsored pacts such as the Central
Asia Treaty Organisation (CENTO) and
the South East Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO) in the 1950s. Likewise the
USA used Pakistan as a frontline state
in its battle against the then Soviet
Union after the latter country invaded
Afghanistan in 1979. Backed by the

US-supplied arms and Saudi Arabian
finances, the mujahedeen eventually
succeeded in ousting the Soviets from
Afghanistan by 1988. Within a decade,
Pakistan, once again, sprang up as a
frontline state when the USA launched
its Global War on Terror (GWoT) after the fall of the Twin Towers in New
York on September 11, 2001. Pakistan
provided strategic foothold and market for the US arms. After 2002 the USA
has poured aid worth $33 billion in
Pakistan.
However, with the advent of the
Trump administration in 2016, the
USA recognised the potential role of
Pakistan in promoting global terror.
It initiated severe punitive measures
against Pakistan like suspension/reduction of aid or putting $10 million
bounty on Hafiz Saeed, the leader

second significant beneficiaries of the
Indo-Pakistan conflict. In fact, terrorism had already become a lucrative
vocation or a career in Pakistan when
it had provided a base to fight the Soviets in Afghanistan. Most of these terrorist outfits, including the JeM and
LeT of radical Islamic persuasion, in
their turn, have been linked to multinational terrorist outfits such as Al Qaeda. They were also linked to the Taliban rule in Afghanistan (1996-2001).
The ISI and Pakistan’s army have
consistently supported terrorist attacks of the JeM and LeT or JuD as well
as the insurgency in Kashmir. General
Musharraf had openly come out with
a statement that during his tenure as
president (2001-2008) that Pakistan
used JeM for terrorist attacks in India.
Terrorists thrive on war economy to

The nexus between the army and radical Islamist
outfits has virtually seized control of the Pakistani
state, while its society is grappling with millions of
Afghan refugees and a large number of unemployed, in
many cases radicalised, youth, who are either addicted
to drugs or chose to work for terrorist outfits.

of Lashkar-et Taiba (LeT) and now
Jammat-ud Dawa (JuD), as the most
wanted terrorist. Such policies drew
Pakistan further into China’s embrace.
Currently, almost 63 percent of the
arms come to Pakistan from China.
Developments such as flow of free
arms, nexus between drug-arms trade
and gradual Islamic radicalisation
have had adverse impact on Pakistan’s
state and society. The nexus between
the army and radical Islamist outfits has virtually seized control of the
state, while Pakistani society is grappling with millions of Afghan refugees
and a large number of unemployed,
and in many cases radicalised, youth,
who are either addicted to drugs or
chose to work for terrorist outfits.
The radical Islamic outfits are the

generate arms and employment. Such
outfits are also involved in smuggling
of drugs in exchange of arms and revenue from drugs has been used to purchase arms worth billions of dollars
since the 1990s. That Pakistan has been
an epicentre of terrorism and has hosted terrorist leaders became obvious
when Osama bin Laden, the topmost
leader of Al Qaeda, was killed in Abbottabad by US special forces in 2011.
In addition, Khalid Sheikh Mohammad
and Abu Zubaydah, both among the
top leaders of Al Qaeda, were staying
right in the heartland of Pakistan after September 2001. Apart from India,
Pakistan-based terrorist groups have
inflicted low intensity asymmetric
war on Afghanistan and Iran as well.
Further, Uyghur extremists in China’s
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restive Xingjiang province are receiving active support from Pakistanbased terrorist groups.
Irrespective of the threats from
Pakistan-sponsored terrorists, China
seems to be the third and perhaps
the most significant beneficiary of the
Indo-Pakistan tensions. Among the
major world powers, China thinks of
Pakistan, a strategically located and
nuclear armed power, as its enduring
friend. Since the 1960s the cooperation
between the two countries has grown
steadily in diverse spheres. That is
why China has shown reluctance to
designate Masood Azhar of JeM and
Hafiz Saeed of LeT/JuD, in the list of
wanted terrorists and ban the two
organisations through the UN. Moreover, since a part of Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir (PoK) was ceded to China after the Sino-Indian border dispute of

through the BRI which is meant to
build infrastructure and road and
railway links through PoK. It will give
access to Chinese goods to the Indian
Ocean.
Moreover, Pakistan plays a major
role in China’s BeiDou satellite navigation system. Pakistan is the only other
country to have been granted access
to the system’s military service that
allows precise guidance for missiles,
ships and aircraft.
At the moment, Pakistan is a debtridden country with external debts
worth $95 billion. In addition to the
loans from USA, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), Pakistan
required monetary aid from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) worth
$12 billion to bail out its economy.
Pakistan owes arrears to China alone
worth $23 billion. In the BRI project

China has emerged as the significant commercial and
military power and is influencing politics in South
Asia. Strategic analysts often use the term, ‘string of
pearls’, to describe the Chinese strategy to establish
major bases in the Indian Ocean Region from China to
Port of Sudan.
1962, China is very much an integral
part of intra- and inter-state politics in
South Asia.
It may not be an exaggeration to argue that China is fighting its proxy war
with India, through Pakistan, for decades. China helped Pakistan in building its missile nuclear programmes.
By now, it has armed Pakistan with a
new generation of fighter jets, eight
submarines, navigations systems, and
radar systems and on-board weapons.
Besides, China has moved further to
induct Pakistan in its ambitious Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI) with $62 billion worth of investment. The BRI is
meant to connect landlocked western
China to Gwadar port in the troubled
region of Baluchistan of Pakistan. The
2,000-mile distance between western
China and Gwadar port will be bridged
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too Pakistan will have to repay debts
worth $300 million starting from the
next year and $3.2 billion by the year
2026. Thus, an asymmetric relationship of interdependence between China and Pakistan has given a clear upper hand to the former.
In fact, China has emerged as the
significant commercial and military
power and is influencing politics in
South Asia. It is India’s largest trading
partner with trade worth $72 billion.
Both the countries enjoy relationship
that is characterised by limited cooperation and co-existence. China’s
trade with other member states of
South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) is $42.59 billion
which is double the trade of India with
other SAARC countries. In its grand
strategy to enter the Indian Ocean

Region (IOR), China is building ports
such as Chittagong in Bangladesh,
Sittwe in Myanmar and Hambantota
in Sri Lanka. It has also expressed desire to build port in Maldives. By offering aid for expensive infrastructure development and arms China has
befriended India’s neighbours including Nepal, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Maldives and Pakistan. Strategic analysts
often use the term, ‘string of pearls’,
to describe the Chinese strategy to establish major bases in the IOR from
China to Port of Sudan. Such presence
can also make the Chinese commercial and political ventures in the IOR
more viable.
Unlike China, India has had past
baggage of tense relations with practically all its neighbours. Apart from the
perennial conflict with Pakistan, India’s military interventions in the then
East Pakistan (1971), Maldives (1988)
and Sri Lanka (1987-90), abrogation of
trade and transit treaty with Nepal in
1989 and unofficial blockade of Nepal’s
southern borders owing to intra-state
conflict caused over the issue of identity of the Madhesi ethnic community
(2015) have alienated it from its immediate neighbours. These countries
often try to counter-balance India’s
perceived dominance over the region
by befriending China.
To conclude, by getting over the
euphoria of India’s latest attack on
Balakot, India will have to take a hard
look at its policies to come to terms
with how the nexus between militaryterrorist outfits Pakistan, on the one
hand, and the major powers including
the USA and China, on the other hand,
have gained from the conflict. If such
a nexus is not destroyed, the terrorist
forces can as well succeed in gaining
access to nuclear weapons. Moreover,
if India is keen to follow a policy of
‘neighbourhood first’ in South Asia,
it needs to take cognisance of China’s
growing presence in its neighbourhood and find ways to woo the neighbouring states. n
Harshé is former vice chancellor of the
Central University of Allahabad and president of the GB Pant Social Science Institute,
Allahabad.
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Rethinking
healthcare
Vidushi Sahani

T

he new world is aggressively
batting for individual rights
and
self-determination.
As
the society is evolving for the
better, we see a more assertive Indian
coming to the fore. An Indian who has
higher expectations and an Indian
who is cognizant of his/her rights. Our
constitution guarantees us several
freedoms and rights, with Article 21
affording a window for the generations
to interpret and subsequently widen
its ambit with scope and resources,
rendering a more just and inclusive
society. Today we find ourselves
heading towards a new chapter, a
social imperative astonishingly missing
from national discourse until now – an
equitable Right to Health.
For decades, quality healthcare was
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luxury a major chunk our population
could not afford. A brutal and unjust
financial fencing made health a
premium commodity. Ayushman Bharat
seeks to rectify this huge anomaly which
has been dragging 4.65 percent of our
population below the poverty line
because of catastrophic health expenses.
Ayushman Bharat is a strategic move to
improve the healthcare infrastructure
through
wellness
centres
being
established across the nation on one
hand and providing a coverage of Rs 5
lakh per family per year under Pradhan
Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY), on
the other.
Launched on September 23, 2018,
PMJAY is set to revolutionise the
entire healthcare sector by bringing
in
a
collaborative
arrangement
among stakeholders and maximising
the benefits accrued to the common
man. The scheme targets the poorest

Ayushman Bharat must be
looked at not in isolation
but as a major milestone
among several steps
taken towards building
a sustainable health
ecosystem
10.47 crore households and seeks to
eventually transform into a universal
healthcare (UHC) for the nation. In its
crucial first phase of implementation, we
investigated the experiences of industry
and the social impact on beneficiaries.
The findings hint at massive social,
economic and behavioural sectoral
changes in the offing.
Fascinating insights into the impact
of the scheme were came out when
we spoke to the beneficiaries, how
a government cover afforded them
an opportunity to get treatment
irrespective of severity of the disease
or costs involved. Largely underserved
in terms of health services, putting
off or ignoring minor illnesses due
to financial constraints has been a
common practice. With PMJAY, the
attitude is set to change. Most of
the beneficiaries interviewed were
not only getting health problems

Some of the beneficiaries interviewed
resolved on priority, they were now
getting treatment for their ailments
left unattended for decades. This
behavioural change is likely to manifest
itself in terms of better health status of
people in the long term.
Along with this, a significant
economic impact noticed was freedom
from the cascading impact on people
owing to catastrophic health expenses
debilitating a family’s well being
and stability. A significant number
of beneficiaries interviewed had
taken debt at some point of their lives
to pay up hospital bills in the past,
many people had been uprooted and
had to move back to their villages or
had to sell off their assets. Amongst
all the negative impacts, children’s
education turned out to be a major
casualty. PMJAY, just four months
into its operationalisation, is already
addressing these serious concerns. The
domino effects of Ayushman Bharat
would become apparent with passage
of time but the inklings of a positive
change are perceptible nonetheless.
Interviews also pointed to another
encouraging scenario where people
are
increasingly
shifting
from
unverified treatment options or quacks
to quality and certified healthcare
providers.
Several
beneficiary
interviews indicated that the first
course of medical treatment was

generally a neighbourhood clinic
and with increasing severity of the
ailment people generally turned to
traditional or home remedies, instead
of hospitalisation. Several cases came
forth where people who had been
on such a course, were now taking
recourse at high-end empanelled
healthcare providers.
Along with a significant impact on
beneficiaries, the scheme is also giving
a major thrust to private hospitals,
especially in tier-2 and tier-3 cities.
Instances came across where private
hospitals were augmenting critical
hospital infrastructure such as beds,
diagnostic machines and technological
upgradation.
The scheme also stands strong on
terms of monitoring and overcoming
leakage probabilities. Robust software
and accountability measures such as
pre- and post-authorisation, along with
uploading of pre- and post-surgery
photographs and video-graphing of

Progress till March 4

14,754

Hospitals
empanelled
under
PMJAY

14 lakh +
Beneficiaries
admitted

2 crore +
E-cards
issued

Source: pmjay.gov.in

operative procedures have ensured
transparency throughout the process.
The scheme is also a graduation
over
the
existing
fragmented
approach to public health. It must
be noted that several health sector
policy interventions have laid the
groundwork for an inclusive healthcare
ecosystem, where PMJAY stands as a
convergence point. A careful look at a
few of the ‘focused and comprehensive’
schemes/policy decisions taken by the
government such as drastic slashing of
cardiac stents and knee implant prices,
Poshan Abhiyan and E-Health, among
others, affords an understanding that
a strong and strategic foundation has
been laid for culmination into the final
goal of UHC. Ayushman Bharat, hence,
must be looked at not in isolation, but as
a major milestone among several steps
taken towards building a sustainable
health ecosystem.
Responses from PMJAY beneficiaries
can be summed up into a range of
emotions like hope, belief, gratitude,
feeling of being valued, perception of
policy fairness and self-dependence.
I leave you with a thought-provoking
story of Sant Prakash, whose account
enables a clear distinction between
what the healthcare scenario was and
how things are drastically changing.
Sant Prakash, a 66-year-old truck
driver
from
Haryana,
recently
underwent a heart surgery at a private
hospital in Gurugram. We spoke to his
son, the only earning member other
than his father, in a family of six.
Speaking with a veritable sense of calm
and satisfaction, he said the expensive
surgery would have been beyond the
family budget, but for the PMJAY, as
they were not even in a position to take
debt. He recalled that just a year before
PMJAY was introduced, he lost his
mother to a chronic liver problem. As
her condition worsened, she was taken
to a high-end hospital in Gurugram,
where she was denied treatment due to
their inability to pay up the mounting
bills! He is today hopeful that things are
changing and no other son would have
to bear such helplessness in future. n
Sahani is a researcher with Public Policy
Research Center.
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ed into art

Using 150 tonnes of metal
scrap and industrial waste,
artists have created smaller replicas of some of the
world’s well-known monuments at the Rajiv Gandhi Smriti Van in Sarai Kale
Khan, New Delhi. The Rs 7.5
crore project was undertaken by the South Delhi municipal corporation. After sundown, in the golden-orange
light from the sodium lamps,
the metal structures light
up to hold visitors in thrall.
Seen here is a 20-foot high Taj
Mahal of scrap.
PHOTOS by arun Kumar
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On the left is a 60-foot replica of the Eiffel Tower, Paris. The Colosseum of Rome, recreated in the 15-foot version pictured above,
looks particularly realistic. And below is an 18-foot version of the Great Pyramid of Giza.
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Like the 98-foot original in Rio de Janeiro, this 25-foot version of Christ the Redeemer (above), his face non-judgemental and
benign, welcomes all of humanity into the grace of his embrace. A 30-foot version of the Statue of Liberty (below) and a 25-foot
version of the Leaning Tower of Pisa complete the happy figure of seven charming sights to behold – and take selfies with – at the
park.
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An engineering
disaster
NIT Uttarakhand is in a shambles. Half the students study in Jaipur, and a
permanent campus seems nowhere in sight
Deexa Khanduri

A

fter passing the 12th board
exams in 2014, Vikas Kumar,
of Madhepura in Bihar, took
a year’s break to prepare for
the engineering entrance
exam. The hard work paid off and he
managed to score high enough to qualify
for admission to one of the prestigious
National Institutes of Technology (NITs),
where admission rates are as low as 1-2
percent of the applicants, making them
only next in students’ preference to the
IITs.
He was first assigned a seat at NIT
Agartala, in Tripura. But after two
months there, he opted to shift to NIT
Uttarakhand, since he thought he’d
adjust better to a place where Hindi was
spoken, like in his native Bihar. He now
rues the decision.
“It was a big mistake,” says Kumar,
who is vice-president of the students
union at NIT Uttarakhand. “The quality
of an engineering college is determined
by the infrastructure, faculty, workshops.
This college fails on all parameters. We
study in a tin-roofed shed. And what kind
of electronics and electrical engineering
lab can be run in a tin and plastic room?”
Everything seems to be wrong with NIT
Uttarakhand, in Srinagar, about 113 km
from Rishikesh, and between Devprayag
and Rudraprayag on NH-7. Set up in 2009,
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“Every year we have new teachers
because no one wants to stay here and
teach. As of now we have only two
permanent professors. We don’t have
robotics and rock engineering labs
because the site isn’t shockproof.”
Anantha Kantre
Fourth year student, electronics and communications

with nine other NITs sanctioned that
year, its first batch was admitted in
2010, and it now has 1,200 students on

its rolls. But it operates from a campus
shared with the state polytechnic. The
3.4 acre campus is divided into two, on

the left from the entrance is the polytechnic, and on the right, the NIT Uttarakhand. The main building is shabby,
its walls mouldy and ridden with algae.
On the terrace, prefab plastic sheds
with sheet roofs have been erected
to create a hostel where up to six students share 8 x 10 foot rooms. A student
shared an old photograph of a “lecture hall” with ugly, damp walls (now
painted over after students protested
in October). Some stairs are broken,
the walls of the computer lab leak. “The
infrastructure here is on its last legs,”
says Kumar. “How long can they keep
painting the walls and keep it alive with
artificial respiration!”
Strangely for a technical institution
of national importance, some of the
labs of NIT Uttarakhand are 300 metres away, down towards Rishikesh.
Students have to attend lectures at the
campus and walk along NH-7, choc-abloc with the traffic to the pilgrimage
spots in the Himalayas, to reach the
labs, situated on a plot of the local Industrial Training Institute (ITI). On October 3 last year, Neelam Meena, an
electronics and electrical engineering
student, was hit by a car and left paralysed below the chest. This set off a
protest by students that continued till
December, demanding that the campus
be moved to a safer location.
Meanwhile, advocate Abhijay Negi
filed a PIL demanding an interim campus for students. On direction of the Uttarakhand high court, the union ministry of human resource development
decided to move the campus to that of
the Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals
Ltd in Rishikesh. But the state government would not agree. Finally, it was
decided to create a satellite campus, an
odd coinage, for classes are held at the
Malaviya National Institute of Technology – in Jaipur, Rajasthan! So now,
some 700 students of NIT Uttarakhand
(150 from first year courses, 280 from
second year courses, and 270 from
The NIT Uttarakhand now functions from
a temporary campus in Srinagar, Pauri
Garhwal. A permanent campus seems a
distant dream.
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third year courses) actually live and attend classes in Jaipur.
In Srinagar, there’s also a problem of faculty: nobody wants to stay
to teach there despite the highest pay
package offered among all NITs. “Every year, we have new teachers,” says
Anantha Kantre, a fourth year student
of electronics and communication engineering. “The airport is 150 km away,
we don’t have labs for robotics, rock
engineering and so on because the
premises are not shock/vibration resistant. We can’t order equipment, organise seminars or workshops. So teachers
don’t want to come here.”

Troubled birth

When the NIT was first proposed, a
permanent site was chosen in Sumari,
a hilltop village about 15 km from
Srinagar. So while classes began at the
Srinagar campus, it was understood
that eventually a full-fledged NIT
would come up in Sumari. “The
erstwhile Congress government chose
the site very carefully: the village falls
in Pauri Garhwal, but it’s very close to
Tehri Garhwal. It was chosen to please
both districts and both constitutencies.
But this was done without any soil
testing.”
Sumari is scenic, with hillsides
dotted with pine and chinar. But when

The villagers of Sumari,
chosen as the permanent
site for NIT Uttarakhand,
donated about 100 acres
of land for the project.
Now, the site has been
found unsuitable and
they are upset. They
are prone to go by
conspiracy theories
that people opposed to
development in the hills
are putting a spanner in
the works.
Dr HT Thorat, then director of NIT
Uttarakhand, called for a survey of
the site in March 2012, an IIT Roorkee
team, under professors SY Kulkarni,
MN Viladkar and Rathinam Anbalagan
submitted that in parts “where the
slope is very steep (greater than 45
degrees), no construction is possible.
The elevation difference between the
terraces in the remaining part of the

steep will work out to be prohibitively
large. For academic campus like that of
NIT, this much elevation difference is
not at all desirable.”
Later, studies were carried out by
NIT Warangal and other technical institutions, but all of them gave the
same verdict: Sumari was not suitable for having a technical educational
institution.
So the institution continued to function in Srinagar, which saw more problems. In the devastating cloudburst of
2013, some buildings on the ITI campus
(where the NIT has some of its labs)
went under water as the Alaknanda
burst its banks. To this day, those buildings remain unused. During the same
time, as if to underline the unsuitability of the proposed Sumari campus, iron
fencing erected by the National Building Construction Corporation (NBCC) at
a cost of Rs 13.27 crore collapsed.
In October 2013, the union ministry of human resource development
wrote the state government, asking for
a new site for NIT Uttarakhand. But the
government never made this request
public. Instead, the then chief minister
Harish Rawat went ahead and laid the
foundation stone for the NIT in Sumari.
The HRD ministry has written eight letters to the state government between
2013 and 2018, saying the Sumari site
is unsuitable and, since there was little scope for expanding the Srinagar
site into a full-fledged NIT, a new site
should be allotted so that NIT Uttarakhand reaches its full potential.
Meanwhile, the NBCC had gone to
work, estimating the cost of building
the NIT premises in Sumari. The first
phase cost, for a campus that would
accommodate 1,500 students, was
estimated at Rs 315.75 crore for building
work, and Rs 188.26 crore for site
development. Later, this was revised:
since the Sumari site was sloped, it
would require terracing and erection
of concrete retaining walls, taking the
cost up to Rs 1,200 crore. In December
2017, the 11th finance committee
Protest by students of NIT Uttarakhand in
October 2018
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meeting for NIT Uttarakhand was held,
in which officials of the HRD ministry,
NIT, and the additional secretary
of Uttarakhand, again revised the
estimate to Rs 1,415 crore, including
the levelling. And if the campus were
to accommodate 2,400 students, as it
would have to over the years, the first
phase of construction would cost Rs
2,350 crore. Soil stabilisation, they
estimated, would cost an additional Rs
925 crore. These details were shared by
an official of the HRD ministry who did
not wish to be named.
A tug-of-war is on between the HRD
ministry and the state government.
While the former wants a new site,
given the unsuitability of the land and
the high cost of building in Sumari, the
state education minister, Dhan Singh
Rawat, is unwilling to move the institution to some other place. At a press
conference, he had said that the project
aimed to improve the Garhwal region,
so it could not be moved to the plains
or to the Kumaon region.
The state has taken a strong line in
the high court too: “The malafide intentions of the NIT administration can
be assessed from the fact that a similar NIT is situated in Sikkim, where the
concerned NIT administration has consented to build a permanent campus
in an area of 80 acres very recently in
the year 2018, which has got similar topology and geographical conditions as
that of Srinagar, Garhwal.”
The Sikkim NIT, it might be noted,
now runs from a temporary campus in
Ravangla, in the South Sikkim district.
A permanent campus is to come up in
Khamdong, in the East Sikkim district,
also hilly. However, it’s not known if
there was any report on the unsuitability of the site (as in Sumari) for an engineering college.
Meanwhile, the villagers of Sumari
are upset. They had donated around
100 acres to the government, hoping
that the college would bring them
better opportunities. “I completely
understand their grief,” says advocate
Negi. “The government not only took
their land, it felled more than 800
trees, some of them as old as 100 years.
Farmland, which the villagers donated

The physics lab has damp, leaky walls

At the boys hostel, up to six students share an 8x10 feet room
to the government, has been lying
uncultivated for the last eight years.
They deserve compensation for this.”
On top of all that, local politicians
have been instigating the villagers,
saying those who don’t want
development in the hills are preventing
the college from coming up here.
“But that’s not true,” says Negi. “The
state government hid the reality from

villagers – that the land was unsuitable
for a college. It fooled the villagers to
get votes.”
So although Uttarakhand now has
an NIT in name, no one is happy. Not
the students. Not the teachers. Not the
locals. And not the villagers who gave
up land in Sumari. n
deexa@governancenow.com
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Interview Dr Pawan Bakhshi, India lead, financial services for the poor, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

“India has
huge potential
to improve the
account usage”
Financial inclusion can fuel the economic growth of a country. In conversation with Rahul Trivedi, Dr
Pawan Bakhshi, of the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, talks about its India specific programmes which aim to
broaden the reach of low-cost digital
financial services for the poor. Edited
excerpts:

What is your idea of financial
inclusion? What challenges does
India face in attaining financial
inclusion?

In just past seven years, 700 million
people worldwide have gained access
to banks and mobile-money accounts.
This revolution in financial inclusion
has the potential to offer a pathway
out of poverty for millions of people
and to spur broad economic growth.
The Digital Financial Services (DFS)
model is simultaneously a powerful
anti-poverty strategy and an extraordinary catalyst of sustainable economic development for entire national and regional economies.
According to the McKinsey Global Institute, digital financial services
could be catalytic for people and economies making it possible for approximately 1.6 billion people to enter the
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formal economy for the first time. The
same study estimates that DFS could
add $3.7 trillion to the annual GDP of
emerging markets by 2025.
Data and findings from the World
Bank Findex report (2017) are encouraging. Progress has been significant. India has seen strong growth in
account ownership, including among
women and poor people. Building on
this basic foundation of providing a
bank account to its entire people, India has huge potential to further improve the account usage.
However, while digital technology and changes in national policy are
clearing away obstacles that once kept
these services out of reach for many,
tough challenges remain. Policymakers and business leaders must invest
in innovative technologies, new regulatory standards, and infrastructure to
ensure continued progress toward the
promise of financial inclusion.

Tell us about Financial Services for
the Poor programme. What is the
strategy for India regarding FSP?

We believe that providing poor people with reliable access to a range of
safe, affordable financial tools and
services can be one of the most powerful ways to help them build better,

healthier lives. The foundation’s Financial Services for the Poor programme works to broaden the reach
of low-cost digital financial services
for the poor.
Our strategy is aimed at supporting what we believe are the most
catalytic approaches to financial inclusion, helping to drive the development of digital payment systems that
can spread the use of digital financial
services quickly.
We support efforts by the Indian
government to digitise government
payments to poor households and encourage new digital banking models.
We also work to identify gaps in digital financial inclusion efforts, and we
work with private sector providers to
design digital financial products that
meet the needs of poor households.

What changes do you think you
need to make with your global
strategy considering India’s
diverse demographics?

Pro-poor payment systems can foster competition, drive innovation,
and accelerate the development of
digital financial products and services customised for the needs of lowincome communities. Unified Payments Interface (UPI) in India is a

shining example of what a low cost,
real-time, interoperable payments
system should look like. With UPI, India now has the payments highway. It
also has a dynamic regulator that has
been open to experimenting with differentiated banks. India is also an example of how digital ID can be used
to help low- and middle-income (LMI)
segments get visible to those who
want to serve. Public and private sector entities now need to use these
public goods to drive usage of digital
financial services across population
segments.
Further, given India’s diverse demography, a deliberate focus on enabling financial inclusion for women
is a key priority. Economic empowerment programmes like increasing
women’s access to agricultural markets, land rights, and financial inclusion have huge spillover effects. Directly, they reduce poverty; indirectly, they
encourage women to expand their
sense of self and challenge the unwritten rules that say they are lesser than
men. The existence of the infrastructure is helpful, but not enough; continued investment in helping the poor,
especially poor women, use the infrastructure as the key to success.
We also believe that the country’s
private sector has an important role
to play. Banks can view new payment
providers not simply as competitors,
but as partners that will bring millions
of new consumers into the financial
system – creating new potential customers for the entire financial sector.
Fintech and telecom firms need to anticipate rapidly evolving regulations
and adapt their business models to
new opportunities. Companies in all
industries would do well to consider
how best to accommodate the financial and personal needs of a vast population that is only beginning to enter the formal economy. This requires
creative approaches not only to pricing and distribution but also to more
human elements, such as user design,
marketing, packaging, and the potential for product reuse and adaptation.

Who all are the partners in your
programme for India?

The Gates Foundation is a partner to

India’s government in building digital platforms for financial inclusion.
We believe that such innovations will
help the poor lead healthier, more
productive, and more equitable lives.
We provide technical support to state
and national governments to help establish public sector digital payment
platforms. We have launched a range
of financial inclusion data collection
efforts, product design experiments,
and pro-poor communications efforts
to advance the use of digital financial
services.
Our approach and operating model is based on strategically aligned
partnerships and, at every stage, is informed by a broad group of experts
inside and outside the foundation.

How do you plan to increase the
participation of women in financial
inclusion?

Evidence from nearly 100 emerging economies shows that increasing
women’s participation in the economy leads to other gains at home, at
work, and in society at large.
Our focus in financial inclusion is
to ensure women have more access to
and use of digital financial services,
such as bank accounts and digital payment systems, so that they can make
their own decisions about spending, saving, taking financial risks and
building their own and their families’

“Given India’s diverse
demography, a deliberate
focus on enabling
financial inclusion for
women is a key priority.
Economic empowerment
programmes like
increasing women’s
access to agricultural
markets, land rights, and
financial inclusion have
huge spillover effects.”

financial futures.

How do you plan to use the
investment of $170 million to
advance women’s economic
empowerment in India?

The $170 million investment announced last year will, over four
years, focus primarily on four countries where we see great potential for
impact: India, Kenya, Tanzania, and
Uganda.
The investments will go towards
our four focus areas: increasing women’s access to and use of digital financial services, better understanding how ownership of assets like land
might play a role in diversifying women’s economic options, connecting
women to new market opportunities
to increase their profits and incomes,
and elevating and expanding self-help
groups, which are critical platforms
for bringing women together and
building up their collective knowledge, economic power, and voice. We
are funding both programmatic initiatives and research.

What is your role in the Bharat
Inclusion Initiative?

Several million people from low
and middle-income segment still remain financially underserved. This
segment has been called as Bharat.
There are several challenges that
come in the way of serving this population and digital financial inclusion
can provide reach and access. We are
keen to understand why tech-enabled
startups looking to serve this segment
lack the support they need to build
the right products and take them to
market. We and other like-minded donors have come together to help budding entrepreneurs with the domain
knowledge, training, financial support, mentorship and market access
they need to bring inclusive, for-profit businesses to life. We hope this initiative will enable the development of
pro-poor financial services use-cases
utilising data-driven approaches and
highlight the residual infrastructure
or policy gaps in the ecosystem which
would prevent development of propoor use cases. n
rahultrivedi@governancenow.com
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On
the
line

For all its achievements, the railways
remains an inefficient performer.
Incremental improvements may get it
rolling smoother
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Vishwas Dass

R

eleasing a booklet on the railways achievements in the last
five years, railways minister
Piyush Goyal may have painted a rosy picture, but that
does not subtract from its many troubles,
chief among which is its worsening operating ratio.
The ratio is of working expenses to
traffic revenue, and the lower the value
the more efficient the organisation. At
96.5 percent for 2016-17, and an estimated 98.5 percent in 2017-18, Indian
railways is on an inefficient track, given
that 80 percent is considered efficient
the world over for railways, which are
capital-intensive. Presenting the interim
budget this year, however, Goyal had
told parliament that the operating ratio
was likely to improve, from 98.4 percent
in 2017-18 to 96.2 percent in 2018-19, and
to 95 percent in 2019-20.
Railway
officials

Photos: Integral coach factory, chennai

have blamed the bad performance on
increased pay and pension outlays,
a result of pay commission recommendations. But the Comptroller and
Auditor General (CAG), as well as the
Observer Research Foundation (ORF)
most recently, have pointed to other
factors as well.
An ORF paper of February 2019,
authored by former chairman of the
railway board Vivek Sahai, associated
with ORF as distinguished fellow, and
Ameya Pimpalkhare, an associate fellow, has said that had cash flows been
more conscientiously recorded, the
operating ratio would have been well
past 100 in 2016-17, and not 96.5 as
reported by the railways. It says railway finances were actually in the red,
and that window-dressing had helped
show improved OR. In this, the ORF
paper concurs with the findings of
CAG.
The ORF report pointed out the railways share of freight traffic had plummeted to 32 percent in 2012
from 89 percent in 1951.
Passenger business,
too, had suffered,
it said, owing

to competition from aviation, growing at over 15 percent for the last four
years, besides roadways.
The paper said capital investments
had gone tremendously high in recent
years but the productivity of assets is
not being monitored because of which
not many benefits are coming out of it.
The productivity of assets means doubling of lines, creation of new lines,
better locos, wagons, coaches or financial results. Since the rail budget
was merged with the general budget
in 2017, a lot of jugglery is going on,
points which have already been raised
by the CAG.
The ORF report noted that regardless of the 70 percent increase in capital infusion in 2012-17 as compared to
2007-12, the railways’ freight traffic
(its bread and butter) grew at a tepid
pace of 2.6 percent and the total net
tonne-km (NTKM) – the key indicator
of freight earnings – clocked a negative growth of 1.47 percent.
In order to understand why the
railways was not able to raise revenue, the report analysed four years’
expenses and revenue. From 2012-13
to 2016-17, the expenses have steadily
grown at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 9.26 percent. However,

The ORF report said the
railways’ share of freight
traffic had plummeted to
32% in 2012 from 89%
in 1951. Passenger
business, too, had
suffered, it said,
owing to competition
from aviation,
growing at over 15%
for the last four years,
besides roadways.

its growth in revenue – despite a hike
in freight rate and a meagre increase
in passenger fare – has lagged behind,
at a CAGR of 7.51 percent. The net revenue has consequently plummeted to
almost nil.
The report came out with a few
suggestions to improve the financial
health of the IR. It says the railways
must target to enhance the throughput
of the system. All investments made
into movable and immovable assets
must result in better speeds of freight
services and increase the average
speed of all trains in the IR network.
Experts say that creating more reliable infrastructural assets may help.
The research paper underscored that
the railways has been facing asset failure issues. In 2016-17, there were 3,546
rail failures, 4,452 locomotive failures
(both diesel and electric) and 1,30,197
signal failures on the network. These
eat into the existing capacity of the already-congested route. There is urgent
need to rein them in.
During the media briefing along
with the booklet release, this reporter
asked Goyal about his plans for improving the operating ratio. The minister replied that the carrier was aiming
to convert diesel locos to electric ones
and this would save Rs 13,000 crore.
Similarly, with efficiency and improvement in signalling, the railways plan to
add 40 percent capacity to move more
freight, and this would help improve
the operating ratio. He added that Indian railways was no longer facing a
dearth of funds, as it did a few years
back. “We still have Rs 1 lakh-crore
limit from LIC and only a meagre Rs
20,000 crore has been spent by the railways as of now,” he said.
The minister claimed many firsts
in 2014-19, emphasising “phenomenal growth rates in recent years” and
best ever safety records in 2018-19,
which witnessed a 81 percent drop in
the number of deaths in rail accidents.
Statistics say there were 29 deaths in
2018-19 (till January 31, 2019) as compared to 152 in 2013-14.
One of the biggest achievements,
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Track record
Railway minister Piyush Goyal claimed the following
achievements for the railways:
n Best ever safety record in 2018-19: an 81 percent
drop in number of deaths in accidents
n Two sections of dedicated freight corridor completed
n First indigenous semi-high speed Vande Bharat
express unveiled
n All unmanned level crossings on broad gauge
network eliminated
n 100 percent electrification of broad gauge routes
targeted for 2021-22
n Advanced signaling system to be installed, for which
a provision of Rs 77,912 crore has been made in
2018-19
n Surge in freight loading from 1,051 metric tonnes in
2013-14 to 1,216 metric tonne in 2018-19
n Number of escalators at railway stations up from
199 in 2014 to 603 till February 2019; number of
elevators up from 97 in 2014 to 445 in February
2019
n The Ahmedabad-Mumbai high speed bullet train
project to be completed by 2023
n Development of suburban networks in Bangalore,
at a cost of Rs 15,700 crore; and improvement of
the Mumbai suburban system at a cost of Rs 70,000
crore

according to Goyal, is the first engineless semi-high speed train, christened
as Vande Bharat express (earlier Train
18), which was rolled out within a record 18 months. It can run at a maximum speed of 180 kmph. However,
track conditions restrict its peak speed
to 130 kmph. Tracks are being upgraded to facilitate 160 kmph speed on the
New Delhi-Varanasi route, flagged off
by prime minister Narendra Modi on
February 15. He said 130 Vande Bharat
trains would be ordered soon.
Goyal also took credit for eliminating unmanned level crossings (ULCs)
on the broad gauge network. He said
3,479 ULCs were eliminated in 2018-19
as against 1,137 in 2009-2014. Electrification has also been a priority, with
4,087 route-kms electrified in 2017-18,
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against 610 route-kms in 2013-14. All
broad gauge routes would be electrified by 2022, he said, saving Rs 13,500
crore.
“I am elated that the government
has materialised each and every point
of the BJP’s manifesto. We believe
that the previous governments have
had ignored the northeastern parts
of the country for long. Developmental works were not carried out with
rapid pace. We have converted the entire northeast rail network into broad
gauge network and all state capitals
there are being connected with each
other,” he said.
Asked why IRCTC hadn’t been listed
yet, he said it holds a lot of potential
and that its database should be leveraged to maximise the value of the

listing.
He said a track-laying target of
15.34 kms per day has been fixed for
2019-20 against 6.53 kms per day in
2014-18. Track renewal work has been
speeded up, from 2,926 kms in 2013-14
to 5,000 kms in 2018-19. There is also a
quantum leap in capital expenditure.
The capex of 2014-19 stands at a whopping Rs 5.1 lakh crore as against Rs 2.3
lakh crore of 2009-14.
The centre has pumped huge
amounts into the railways to revive its
colonial-era infrastructure, which will
go a long way in improving efficiency
and raising revenues. Hopefully, with
that, the operating ratio will also improve. n
vishwas@governancenow.com
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Easing birthpangs
New govt app for pregnant women; ninth of every month to be safe-birthing day

Dr Dinesh Baswal

CO URTESY: CHILDREN’S INVESTMENT FUND FOUNDATION

M

ost of us have paid at least
one visit to a health facility. It is easy to identify
quality care when we receive it – an attentive doctor, a responsive team of health workers, adherence
to hygiene and safety protocols, and so
on. Unfortunately, not everyone has access to high quality care, a situation we
are working hard to change.
In Delhi in December 2018, the Partners’ Forum, hosted by the government
of India and the Partnership for Maternal, Newborn, and Child Health, gave
us a chance to highlight best practices
and innovative schemes in health.
In 2016 and 2017, India launched
two such innovative schemes, Pradhan
Mantri Surakshit Matritva Abhiyan
(PMSMA) and LaQshya – Labour Room
Quality Improvement Initiative. Both
programmes aim to improve the quality of care for pregnant women, the
former focusing on care during pregnancy and the latter on care during delivery and directly afterwards.
Under PMSMA, doctors in both public and private sectors examine expecting mothers on the ninth of every
month. These women are provided
iron-folic acid and calcium supplements and are investigated for factors
such as severe anaemia and syphilis,
which can complicate pregnancies.
Identification of high-risk factors and
management through quality services
helps keep mothers and babies safe.
So far, more than 1.6 crore antenatal
checkups have been conducted nationally under this programme.
Recent evidence highlights that
improving care for mothers and babies

around birth can lead to more than
40 percent reduction in maternal and
newborn deaths. With this goal in
mind, the LaQshya programme was
launched to address inefficiencies
in infrastructure, human resource,
consumables and equipment in labour
rooms, all of which impact the process
and quality of care. But LaQshya goes
further, building the capacities of
labour room staff in evidence-based
practices, improving labour room
protocols and providing respectful
maternity care.
LaQshya will also accelerate the
implementation of birth companions.
Birth companions are female relatives
who look after the mother for the
duration of delivery to help provide
emotional support and ensure dignity
in the labour room. Lastly, to ensure
quality at every level, LaQshya
mandates the formation of monitoring
committees at national, state and
district level to meet regularly to
discuss implementation challenges,
devise strategies, and put them to
action.
Within one year of the inception
of the LaQshya programme, 2,090
facilities, including 128 medical
colleges with high delivery load, have
been taken up by states for rollout.

The objective of the programme is to
certify labour rooms that reach the
benchmarks of quality set under the
programme. Quality improvement
and quality certification is a process
that requires consistent efforts and
monitoring.
In addition, maternal and child
health wings and obstetric high dependency units/intensive care units
have been established at high case load
facilities and skills labs with mannequins for capacity building have been
established at national and state levels.
A safe delivery application for mobile
based trainings on intrapartum care
has also been developed. These initiatives will ensure in reducing maternal
and newborn mortality.
Yet, despite recent progress and
momentum around quality of care,
more must be done to address persistent challenges in pursuit of achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) by 2030. I request all pregnant
women to download the PMSMA application, search their nearest PMSMA
health facility and avail antenatal care
services on the ninth of the month. I
also appeal to private sector doctors to
come forward and dedicate the ninth
of the month to PMSMA and provide
voluntary services at nearby public
health facilities. Public health facilities
must strive to achieve LaQshya certification, and both public and private
sectors across all states should prioritise efforts to improve quality of care.
Our future prosperity and well-being
rests on the health of our women and
children. Let’s help them survive and
thrive. n
Dr Baswal is deputy commissioner, Maternal Health, health ministry.
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Pan-India mobility card
SWAGAT launched

P

rime minister Narendra Modi
launched an automatic fare
collection gating system SWAGAT,
jointly developed by BEL and CDAC,
aimed at transforming the lives
of commuters. The fare collecting
system was launched on the
sidelines of inaugural of phase one
of Ahmedabad Metro. SWAGAT is
a national initiative steered by the
ministry of housing and urban affairs
in collaboration with BEL and CDAC
with the support of DMRC, NPCI and
SBI. It is compliant with the National
Common Mobility Card ecosystem
for hassle-free commute pan-India. It
has qualified a stringent certification
process and received certification
by FIME Lab, France. It is the first
indigenous system of its kind and
the first ever outside the developed
world. It can operate across all cities
and all modes of transport to make
‘One Nation – One Card’ a reality.

AAI’s proposal to swap land
with MP govt approved

T

he centre has approved the
Airports Authority of India’s
proposal for surrendering AAI’s
encroached land measuring 106.76
acres at Gandhi Nagar in Bhopal to
Madhya Pradesh government. It is
in lieu of 96.56 acres of land already
handed over by the MP government
which can be utilised by AAI for
aviation purposes. The remaining
10.20 acres of land will be handed
over by the MP government to AAI
soon.
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Petroleum minister unveils ONGC projects in Assam

M

inister
of
petroleum
and
natural
gas
Dharmendra Pradhan
dedicated to the nation
three mega projects of
ONGC in Assam. Along
with two engineering
projects of ONGC related to oil
processing and transportation, Pradhan
also dedicated a multi-specialty hospital
to the nation at Rajabari in Sivasagar in
Assam.
The ONGC hospital, the PSU’s
single largest CSR project, is aimed
at providing quality and affordable
medicare to the people of Sivasagar
and upper Assam. The project would
be undertaken in three phases. The first
phase of this hospital building, with 50
beds, at a cost of Rs 99 crore is getting

ready for functioning.
Competent
and
qualified doctors have
already been recruited
from Assam by Dr
Babasaheb Ambedkar
Vaidyakiya Pratisthan,
the COM (construction,
operation and management) partner
engaged towards implementing the
project. Besides, the recruitment
process for paramedics, nurses and
other support staff from Sivasagar has
been initiated. Pradhan also unveiled
an effluent treatment cum water
injection plant at Lakhmani oilfield of
ONGC. The Rs 88 crore plant will handle
the effluent produced at Lakhmani and
Demulgaon fields and after treatment
inject the water into the reservoir for
pressure maintenance.

NALCO clocks Rs 589 crore operating profit in 2018-19 FY Q3

N

ALCO has posted an operating profit of Rs 589 crore in Q3 of 2018-19 FY, posting 80
percent growth over the same period of last year. Net profit for the Q3 is Rs 302 crore
and net profit for the period from April 2018 to December 2018 has grown to Rs 1,499
crore as against Rs 1,085 crore in the same period the previous year. The net sales for
the nine months of the fiscal stood at Rs 8,644 crore, a 32 percent growth over the same
period of last year. NALCO has also achieved record growth in production in all fronts.

SAIL’s Jagdishpur steel
processing unit commissioned

A

methi-based
Jagdishpur steel
processing
unit
(SPU) of SAIL has
been commissioned
by prime minister
Narendra Modi.
SAIL started this unit to supply strong
and value-added TMT rebars in the region including Uttar Pradesh. The mill of
Jagdishpur unit has an annual capacity
to produce 1.5 lakh tonnes of TMT. SAIL
has invested Rs 92 crore in the erstwhile
Malvika Steel which was revived into
this unit. Modi said, “the commencement of this SPU will not only create job
opportunities for people of the region
but will also fulfill the steel requirements of the region as well as country.”

RailTel’s e-office project to
make railways paperless

S

oon Railways will
shift from the manual
filing system to e-office
for its day-to-day activities to bring transparency and efficiency in
functioning. Railways’
PSU RailTel has been
tasked with the execution
of e-Office system. A mission mode project under the centre’s national e-governance programme, it aims to usher in
more efficient, effective and transparent inter-government and intra-government transactions. A pact was inked
between Railtel and Indian Railways.
Railways handles office documents
manually, which is time consuming and
requires work force.
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24.37 lakh

Chhattisgarh govt to distribute mobiles to 5 mn
women and students

Net banking users in
Jharkhand by Dec 2018

M

icromax in association with Jio has bagged
a Rs 15-billion order from Chhattisgarh government to distribute 5 million mobile phones to
women and students in the state under Sanchar
Kranti Yojana (SKY). Under the project, 4.5 million
handsets will be given to women and the remaining will be distributed to college students in the
state, reports the leading daily.
According to officials, the project covered a
large part of the population and the company reserved space in 15 warehouses across the state
to ensure timely distribution of the handsets to
people. The deal was signed earlier this year with
distribution starting end of July. For carrying out the project, the state government
has hired about 2,000-2,500 temporary staff and expecting to complete deliveries
to all beneficiaries in the next few weeks.

“National Knowledge
Network will connect
scholars and research
institutes in Bangladesh
to India and the world.”
PM Narendra Modi
on the occasion of joint
launch of e-plaques for
development projects in
Bangladesh through video
conference

IHMCL and CSC to boost FASTags for toll collection

I

ndian Highways Management Company Ltd (IHMCL) has made an agreement with CSC e-Governance Services for the issuance of FASTags
through common service centres under National Electronic Toll Collection
(NETC) programme.
FASTag is a device that employs RFID technology for making toll payments directly from the prepaid or savings account linked to it. It is affixed
on the windscreen of a vehicle and enables drive through toll plazas, without stopping for cash transactions.
NHAI jointly with its Concessionaires and Financial Institutions incorporated Indian Highways Management Company Limited (IHMCL) on to carry out electronic tolling and other ancillary projects of NHAI.
FASTags were being issued by certified banks only through limited
channels.
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Source: The State Level Bankers Committee (SLBC) report

Jammu gets 19 e-services

J

ammu has added 19 more government-to
-citizen online services of seven departments on the State Services Delivery Gateway (SSDG). With the launch of these services,
the total count of services which will now be
available on State Services Delivery Gateway
(SSDG) has increased to 26.
The online mode of these G2C services has
been developed by J&K e-Governance Agency
(JaKeGA), IT Department, in collaboration with
CDAC Mumbai.

AP govt approves cybersecurity
framework

T

he Andhra Pradesh government has approved the AP Cyber Security Framework (APCSF) for effective implementation of
AP Cyber Security Policy 2017 (APCSP). The
APCSP proposed the establishment of architectures for securing government cyberspace,
an AP Computer Response Team, a Security
Operations Centre, Security Assurance Framework and AP Information Sharing Network.
The AP Cyber Security Policy, 2017 was
then issued and AP Technology Services
Limited (APTSL) was appointed as the nodal agency. The APTSL had established the AP
Cyber Security Operation Centre at Vijayawada in April 2018.

HDFC Bank stake in CSC e-gov services

H

DFC Bank will buy a 9.11 percent stake
in CSC E-Governance Services. HDFC
Bank has executed an agreement for
subscribing to 37,993 equity shares of face
value of `1,000 each to be issued by CSC
E-Governance Services India Limited at
`3,848 per equity share, reports a leading
daily. The transaction is for 9.11% equity
stake in CSC as a strategic investment
by the Bank for cash consideration of Rs
14.62 crore. The transaction in expect to be
completed by April 2019.
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Land
digitisation
and India
Despite continued efforts
to computerise land
records, the overall pace of
transformation in records
management system has
been sluggish
Shagun Khurana

T

he World Bank’s Ease of Doing
Business report 2019 ranks
India at 166 out of 190 countries
in ‘Registering Property’, lower
from last year’s ranking of 154. This,
in spite of a 53-place jump in India’s

overall ranking in the last two years
alone!
In Mumbai, it takes a little less than
three months to get a property registered in the name of the new owner
post a purchase of land, while in Delhi
it takes about two months. The World
Bank calculates the Quality of Land
Administration index, which is based
on five dimensions – reliability of infrastructure, transparency of information, geographic coverage, land dispute
resolution and equal access to property
rights. On a scale of 0 to 30, Mumbai
scored 9 in 2018 and Delhi 7.5. On the
other hand, China’s index score is at 18,
and the best performing country, Singapore’s at 29. Needless to say, India has
a long way to go in revamping its land
administration system.
It has long been established that
clearly defined and enforceable property rights are indispensable for economic development. They are likely to
reduce land related litigation, smoothen the process of land acquisition and
improve the doing business environment. The Land Titling Bill was introduced in parliament in 2011, but it did
not receive much traction from the
states. Instead, improving the quality
of land records and creating a system

Record of rights computerisation

Source: dilrmp.gov.in
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of clean and updated records, was consensually acknowledged as a pragmatic prerequisite. Launched in 2014, the
Digital India Land Records Modernization Programme (DILRMP) is an overarching version of the previous efforts
of the government in updating land
records. It aims to develop a modern,
comprehensive and transparent land
records management system, minimise
scope of land disputes, and facilitate
gradually moving towards a conclusive
land-titling system with governmentguaranteed titles, from the existing
presumptive-titling system. One of the
most important positive externalities
of an efficient and transparent land records database is the ease of doling out
targeted development programmes for
the governments.
In spite of continued efforts since the
inception of computerisation of land
records in the 1990s, and an impressive
financial progress in terms of utilisation of funds, the overall pace of transformation in the land records management system at the ground level, has
been sluggish. As per the DILRMP portal, even though computerised copies of
Record of Rights are available in 86 percent of the villages through kiosks located at the tehsil offices, handwritten
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records continue to be used in 11 states
and UTs. Studies conducted in Karnataka, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, and
other states to assess their performance
in improving land records, suggest that
the computerised records obtained by
villagers usually have discrepancies as
the survey/re-survey work using modern techniques is completed in only
8.5 percent of the villages in the country. As a result, computerisation of records has largely meant converting paper records into digital format without
proper verification. A key challenge
that remains is one of ensuring realtime accuracy, that is, up-to-date land
records, beyond mere formalities of
computerisation and digitisation. The
integration of textual records with spatial records is a significant problem in
every state in India, as the records remain to be updated and verified with
the help of fresh cadastral surveys before digitisation.
The India Consensus Project undertaken by Copenhagen Consensus and
Tata Trusts aims to identify the smartest solutions to some of India’s most
pressing development challenges. The
case in point is the study conducted by
Pahle India Foundation as part of the
project, for improving ease of doing

business in the state of Rajasthan. The
study recommends that the first step towards improving land records management system involves having clean and
updated land records, which entails
conducting fresh round of land surveys
and digitisation of spatial records (cadastral maps) – a two-part intervention.
This is supported by a cost-benefit analysis for implementing this intervention
in the state.
The cost of survey/re-survey was determined from the assessment study of
DILRMP in Rajasthan conducted by Lal
Bahadur Shastri National Academy of
Administration (LBSNAA), released in
2016 and revised according to the minutes of the meeting of the core technical advisory group for DILRMP. For the
purpose of computing the cost of digitisation of maps, average of the costs incurred by six states that have successfully digitised nearly 97 percent of the
maps was taken. The analysis also assumes an annual marginal increase in
the existing operational costs of 0.22
percent of the fixed costs of implementing the proposed intervention. In coherence with the existing literature on the
positive relationship between secured
property rights and economic growth,
the economic benefits from secured
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property rights were taken as an addition of 0.024 percentage point annually in the growth rate of the economy.
The present values of costs and benefits
are calculated for a period of 50 years
to obtain the benefit-to-cost ratio. The
results show that every Re 1 spent on
surveying and digitising the cadastral
maps will lead to an additional benefit
of Rs 12 to Rajasthan’s economy.
Availability of land is of utmost importance for doing business in any
economy. With respect to that, the
most important functionality of the
state land departments is to provide
a smooth and simple process for land
acquisition. According to the World
Bank’s study, India has not undertaken
any major reforms towards easier registration of property in the last decade.
At a time when private investment
has slowed down and perceptions are
crucial for investment decisions, states
need to play their part and streamline
the process of land acquisition and
transfer. They must prioritise these
overdue reforms, and make the land
records management system clean and
transparent. n
Khurana is a senior research associate,
Pahle India Foundationww

arun kumar
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Portrait of a scholar-activist
as a young student
In his autobiography, Kancha Ilaiah Shepherd reminisces his college days and recalls
the formative role of books

Kancha Ilaiah Shepherd, scholar and
dalit activist, has penned his autobiography, From a Shepherd Boy to an Intellectual, which is more than just the
life-story of an individual but promises
to become a document for a generation
and a community. We reproduce below
an excerpt in which he talks about his
younger days and readings.

M

Kancha Ilaiah Shepherd
Retired director, Centre for Study
of Social Exclusion and Inclusive
Policy, Maulana Azad National Urdu
University, Hyderabad.
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y reading in English of any
book that I could get and practise by myself speaking English became a ‘lustful’ act. I had very
cooperative roommates, who allowed
me to do the dishwashing job early
morning and sometimes in the evening
too and be busy with my reading work.
They used to cook food for me too. I
used a simple principle to do that daylong job of reading–never in the nights.
If I were unschooled I would have been
with our sheep or goat or with agricultural work all day. Why not do that
here too? My friends would do no work
in the day, except attending classes,
but read late in the night. I read quite
a lot of books of the college library and
also the regional library, which was
just opposite the college at Subedari of
Hanamkonda all through the day.
My method of speaking English
came from two sources; one was my
teachers. But some of them were very
bad in communication. So emulating the good communicators was my
mode. Second, the accent was picked
up from the community radio news
reading at 9 p.m. My resident room, for

quite some time was just opposite the
Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe
Welfare Hostel. That hostel had a public radio. Listening to the English news
every night was what I did conscientiously every day. Sometimes I used to
bunk the class if the teacher was not
very good; but not the listening to the
evening English news.
Meanwhile, I began to enjoy political
science, history and English literature,
in that order. I used to dislike Telugu
as a subject, which ceased to be there
after B.A. second year. My disgust with
Telugu was not because of the difficult
letters or diction. Its fifty-six letters and
other associated problems of sentence
formation apart from the subject did
not relate to any aspect of my environment. The books we were supposed to
study in Telugu literature were from
the Ramayana, Mahabharata and Prabhanda kavyas. Studying Telugu literature, however, seriously I learnt it,
would confine me only to the Telugu
region. I had already developed a universal mode of thinking and wanted to
get into the IAS. I thought English literature was the best option and that
would be a better way of fulfilling my
mother’s dream. However, my love for
English but not for Telugu was a peculiar one. At one level mine was a selection between a language that would
expose me to universal knowledge and
leave out a language that had only a local appeal. At another level my choice
was between an unknown future and a
known world around me. But I thought

the Telugu texts that we were reading were not making much sense also,
though it was a subjective feeling.
The so-called best Telugu text,
which actually was a translation of Kalidas’ Sanskrit Meghasandesham (in
Telugu Megha Sandeshamu) was not
only difficult to read but it was around
a silly subject of sending a message to
a beloved through a cloud. There were
texts written by Telugu Brahmin writers like Bommera Pothana, Viswanatha
Satyanarayana but most of them would
be around some mythological figures
or around the Brahmin life, which always appeared meaningless and irrelevant to me. Slowly I was forming
a persona. Learning English through
The Communist Manifesto, though a
translation, was far more relevant. It
was talking about workers and exploiters. Their workers were proletariat but
our workers were shepherds, farmers,
labouring dalits, and so on.
Their exploiters were industrialists
and our exploiters were feudal lords,
Brahmins, Reddys, Velamas, and so on,
and they were all around my life.
As a student of the European history I found out that there was a kind of
similar feudalism in Europe. The only
difference was that their feudal lords
were class feudals who shared the
same spiritual and social culture with
their working class. The Brahmin feudals of India would have entirely different spiritual, social and even food
cultural life. The Reddy feudals had
the upper-caste arrogance, apart from
their control though landed property.
When the feudal class exploitation was
compounded with caste hegemony
the socio-economic controls got multiplied. If I were not a student of English literature and European history I
would have not understood that there
is a different world out there. For example, Wordsworth’s poetry was more
interesting than any other Indian’s,
particularly Telugu writers’ poetry,
because I never found any description of nature—forests, animals, birds.
Though Wordsworth wrote about the
nature as existed in Europe I was familiar from my childhood of the nature of my area. But nature has some

Courtesy: Wikimedia Commons

The author liked Shakespeare’s Othello because its characters reminded him of people
from his village.
common narrative whether of Indian
or European.
I liked Shakespeare’s Othello because the characters resembled many
of our village characters. I had a sense
of comparison. The sense of comparison with what is around made me
what I was and what was being told

From a Shepherd Boy to an
Intellectual: My Memoirs
By Kancha Ilaiah Shepherd
SAGE Select Samya
372 pages, Rs 595

in the book gives a sense of relationship to the text that one reads and the
life one is leading. This was my strong
point. And that led to my determination to move towards learning English
in a rural setting where its day-to-day
use was nil.
In a way Marx, other English writers like Wordsworth, taught me English and ‘Indianness’ because it was a
question of mapping the description of
those texts onto my own location, replacing words like capitalists with feudal lords or working class with working castes. I used to get pictures only
of Indian exploitation while reading
the European books. What the priest
did after my mother’s death. How Epuri Laxma Reddy the Gudur landlord
made us fall at his feet. How Narsimha Chary insulted me in class. I used
to think whether the British Christian
pastors do that to the churchgoers. The
1960s and 1970s were times of transition and some amount of self-respect
was germinating among the lower
castes of India. I was a product those
times. Madhava Rao, a Dalit Collector,
gave me an ambition and Marx, a German author, gave me a direction. n
Excerpt reproduced with the permission
of the publisher.
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Tara Deshpande
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Actor

Actor, model and VJ Tara Deshpande is a published author and a trained
chef too. After marriage, she taught at culinary schools in Boston and New
York, hosted a cookery show on the Public Broadcasting Service channel
and ran a catering business. Her first book was Fifty and Done (published at
the age of 23). She also wrote A Sense for Spice: Recipes and Stories from a
Konkan Kitchen and An Indian Sense of Salad: Eat Raw Eat More.
The book you are reading at present: Ramachandra Guha’s Savaging
the Civilized and Gangadhar Gopal
Gadgil’s works in Marathi.
Cooking to you means: Family
What is common to cooking and
writing? Both create something that
didn’t exist before. It is a cathartic
experience.
How does cultural diversity influence food habits? In India, food is
not just a task, it is a ritual. Whether
you are using a family virjan to make
dahi, boiling your own ghee, making
modaks for Ganesh Chaturthi or deciding which chutney to prepare, it
is all wrapped up in both family and
community traditions.
How do you see Indian cuisine
evolving? It’s evolving rapidly, in
some good ways and in some bad
ways; and that makes me sad. Indian
cuisine is becoming more global. We
are exploring northeast cuisine that
hitherto has remained a mystery to
the general public. We are foraging,
eating more organic and seasonal,
growing more urban gardens, consuming more ancient millets and
greens. But we are also buying many
products that we once made at home
from the store now. India is one of
the few remaining cultures where
we cook more at home than we eat
out. We must retain and nurture this
quality because the best food is always homemade and so much of our
culture and hospitality is embedded
in this.
How can we preserve traditional Indian food and cooking? The
quick service food industry is growing by leaps and bounds. I wrote
about fast and junk food in Chillies
and Porridge: “The average meal
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served at American chains like Wendy’s or IHOP have ranged from 14001800 calories without dessert. But
how is this any different from our
thalis with repeated servings of rice
and ghee smeared rotis served at the
speed of light?”
Your views on incorporating locally available food on dining table:
An Indian Sense of Salad discusses
exactly this. How to use local and
seasonal Indian produce to make
global foods by incorporating techniques from all over the world. Indians are magicians of flavour. We mix
spices in more combinations than V
Anand’s chess strategies. Take a classic Indian recipe, deconstruct it and
apply a new technique – you will
find it will taste really good because
the foundations of our flavour are so
solid.
Your views on #MeToo movement:
It is horrifying and distressing. It is a
cleansing process for our society. We
have to question our gender values,
our work ethics, and some age-old
traditions. But I feel change is happening. And it is happening because
women are standing up and also
because many good men have lent
their voices and support.
The greatest influence in your life:
My mother and grandmothers.
Your favourite pastime: Cooking,
watching movies, spending time
with my animals, playing chess and
reading.
At the moment you are busy with:
Writing another book, my cake business, and working on a web series.
Your future plans: My culinary studio, which is in the works now, and
returning to acting.
– As told to Geetanjali Minhas
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